DALLAS Seeks Peace in Airport ‘War’

DALLAS, Nov. 18 (AP).—Mayor Woodall Rodgers held out the olive branch to Mayor I. N. McCrary of Fort Worth Thursday with the expressed hope that “Fort Worth will join us now in working out to our mutual advantage” the proper development and use of Midway Airport.

Mayor Rodgers refused to comment on Mayor McCrary’s charge of “crow hopping” over the location of the airport administration building by the Dallas City Council, but said he felt sure that if the mayor had attended all conferences he would have been aware that the north-central location recommended by Jesse Jones and CAA is the original site over which negotiations were conducted for 18 months.

“Unfortunately, I was not given an opportunity to negotiate with my good friend the mayor of Fort Worth,” said Rodgers. “If this matter had been left with the city councils of Dallas and Fort Worth we would have had no difficulties.”